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Abstract:  
There has been an astonishing research development in the field of wireless sensor networks 
(WSNs) in the last decade.  A large number of low power capacity devices have been 
implemented in different vehicles, where sensor nodes act as a team to monitor the environment 
and forecast the potential defects. In this thesis, we aim to design a data collection system using 
a WSN on a leisure boat in order to monitor and maintain the boat after sale. The designed 
system aims to collect data from different sensors on board using WSNs and transmits the 
collected data to a remote server through cellular network.  For the WSNs part, we select a low-
power driven Adruino Lilypad as a controller and a XBee interface as transceiver for each 
sensor node in order to provide a reliable data collection mechanism with a low amount of power 
consumption. Furthermore, to upload the collected data to a remote server, we adopt a 3G/LTE 
cellular network for the long range wireless communication. We utilize a PandaBoard as a 
gateway to connect the WSN and the 3G/LTE network. The designed network is implemented 
and tested in a lab scenario at university and on a Marex boat along the coast. 
 Keywords: XBee, WSN, Arduino, Data Processing, MySQL  
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1 Introduction 
In this report, as a part of our master project, we present our ZigBee Wireless Sensor Network 
(WSN) data collection system to leisure boat which is based on an ARM-based single-board 
computer. It is small in size but provides excellent performance. In this chapter, we will give a 
brief presentation of this thesis.  
1.1 Background and motivation 
Nowadays, in North America and Europe, the market of leisure boat is increasing steadily. 
Especially in Norway, almost every two families own a leisure boat. The Asian market, especially 
China, is developing significantly fast. Therefore, improving the feature of leisure boat is the most 
important aim for boat manufacturers. We focus on data monitoring part of the leisure boat. 
For now, data monitoring system on boat is stable and secure but is not so flexible. Since wired 
system is used, it's hard to add a new device into the system after the leisure boat is 
manufactured. WSN is a solution for this problem. 
WSN offers a variety of technologies which reliable computing can be done. These WSNs make 
use of several smaller sensors to analyse the properties of the environment. WSNs consist of the 
combined effect of the embedded system along with the wireless communication that transfers 
the data through nodes in an ad hoc wireless network. These wireless sensors do not require any 
fixed infrastructure just like the one used in WLAN or the cellular networks. 
This paper provides an overview of how wireless sensor network can be used for the proper 
transmission of data by using ZigBee network sensor for overcoming the problem of improper 
and slow data transmission. In order to achieve this kind of system a wireless sensor network 
needs to be created that have various numbers of nodes and these nodes communicate with 
each other in full duplex mode. In this project we will use four sensor nodes. The communication 
between nodes mainly consists of data transfer to the receiver node. ZigBee network has already 
been used in different models. This technique is used in order to bring down the electricity power 
consumption. Some of the key features of ZigBee technology can be mentioned as: 
 High performance and low cost 
 Low power consumption 
 Easy to use 
ZigBee protocol is used in order to carry out wireless communication. The main advantage of 
using this ZigBee protocol is that by using this protocol, very less amount of power is required by 
the nodes, as a result of which these nodes can be operated easily with the help of using simple 
batteries. This low power consumption by using this technology motivated us in order to use this 
type of technique. And in this way, the available power can be managed easily by using wireless 
sensor network that work on ZigBee protocol. An overall operation of the system is controlled by 
the control device.  
Compared with wired system, WSN can accommodate new devices at any time. It's flexible to 
implement physical partition. For a leisure boat, new sensors can be added easily and the 
arrangement of sensors can be changed according to consumer demands after manufactured. In 
this project, we aim at developing a wireless sensor network system by using the power in an 
efficient way for sensor data collecting, filtering and storing it. Furthermore, we want to integrate 
this system with another wired data monitoring system which is named Controller Area Network 
(CAN) bus. This system is developed by another group in our university. 
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1.2 Problem statement 
In this project, the main task is to build a ZigBee WSN module and integrate it with an embedded 
system which is used as a gateway to filter and store the collected sensor data. Furthermore, 
with the Internet accessibility, the system transmits the collected sensor data to the remote 
server, so that the data can be used for commercial or safety analysis. The problems need to be 
solved can be summarized as follows: 
 Implement a wireless sensor network testbed to collect data.  
 Process the data so that it is easy to read and understand. 
 Improve the quality of communication of the wireless sensor network. 
 Reduce the power consumption of every node to increase the life time of the system. 
 Develop a program to implement the functionalities of data collection, filtering, storage and 
transmission. 
1.3 Approaches 
In order to solve our problems mentioned above, we divided our approach into two part. 
 Build a ZigBee WSN to collect and process the sensor data, then transmit it to gateway. 
 Design two databases which are located in local gateway and remote server to store the 
processed sensor data. 
In building ZigBee WSN, we use Xbee modules as transceiver and different sensor nodes for 
collecting data. The Arduino board is used to control the WSN. Firstly, it will process the data 
which are collected by different sensors thus the results will be easy and clear for reading and 
understanding. Secondly, the Arduino board can switch sensor nodes into different modes to 
adapt various demands. For example, switching the node into sleep mode can reduce power 
consumption so that network can be established with low battery power supply. After 
implementing the network, the next phase is data filtering and storing the data in local database. 
Simultaneously, the data will be transmitted to the remote server and stored in remote database.  
The application scenario of the data collection system is shown below in Figure 1.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Application scenario of the data collection system 
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As shown in Figure 1.1, the system is implemented on a boat. Three sensors are placed on boat 
to collect sensor data and transmit them to the local gateway. The local gateway is designed to 
receive, filter and then store the sensor data. Simultaneously, the local gateway forwards the 
data to a designed remote server through Internet. Depending on various circumstances, wired 
or wireless connection can be chosen for the Internet connection 
1.4 Report outline 
The complete report of this proposed system have been organised in seven chapters. Chapter 1 
mainly deals with the introduction part. In this chapter we have explained the main aims and 
objectives of the system along with the background and motivation for this project. The problem 
statement is also described in this chapter. Chapter 2 deals with the theoretical background and 
the literature review part. It explains the theoretical background and technologies that will be 
used in this proposed system. It gives a brief description about various network technologies. 
Chapter 3 presents the hardware and software requirement of the system. The main hardware 
with the pin diagrams have been described in this system together with the software 
requirements. Chapter 4 explains the main system architecture and structure. It explains about 
the database used, sensor data transmission etc. Chapter 5 demonstrates the testing and 
validation part. Various test cases have been designed in order to test and validate the system. 
Chapter 6 shows the discussions related to this system. It explains how the data is processed. 
Chapter 7 is the last chapter and it explains the main conclusion and the future work that can be 
done in this system.  
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2 Technology Background 
In this chapter we discuss about deals with the theoretical background and the literature review 
part. It explains the theoretical background and technologies that are being used in this proposed 
system. It gives a brief description about various network technologies and the existing testbeds. 
The software platforms which are used to build the application sketch. 
2.1 Introduction to Wireless Sensor and Ad hoc Networks 
The nodes of wireless sensors are implanted systems usually outfitted with the radio, micro 
controller, energy supple, and memory along with various sensors. Many of these node are used 
for the doing the environmental related measurements like the others. These are generally used 
in the high altitude areas. Therefore, these nodes are arranged in a section of study dealing with 
the mountains [22]. The sink node is not connected directly to all the other nodes, due to which 
the data measured is passed through an ad-hoc multi-hop network which moves from every node 
to node until it reaches to the sink node. Figure 2.1 gives us a good idea regarding the nodes in 
which the ‘x’ sensor node transfers its data to the sink node through the ‘y’ node since it doesn’t 
has a direct connection to the sink node.  
 
Figure 2.1 Wireless networks. An ad-hoc multi-hop network is formed by sensor nodes to transfer data to 
the base station. [22] 
The base station sends the information collected from all the nodes to the external area where 
additional dealing of the information is done. The energy efficiency is the major issue since the 
power supplied to the nodes is through the batteries. There must always be optimized software 
used for running on nodes of sensors, for example, the updating of the software was done [7]. 
Some other limitations regarding the sensor nodes other than the energy consumption are 
memory volume, processing influence and communication area. 
In the area of information technology, wireless sensor networks are having a very good scope 
and also they are coming up rapidly. The initial sensors which were typically wired sensors which 
were developed in early 1950’s like SOSUS [37], which had major usage in military field, hence 
the sensor networks have become one of the important study areas and being used in many 
areas. 
In the recent times the main issues faced is to reduce the use of energy consumption along with 
global warming. At the same time many technologies used are fulfilling these needs and also 
provide better living. WSN offers are those variety of technologies with which omnipresent 
computing can be done by [14]. These WSNs make use of several smaller sensors for analysing 
the properties of the environment. WSNs consists of the combine effect of the implanted system 
along with the wireless communication that transfers the data through these nodes through these 
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ad hoc wireless networks as shown in the Figure 2.2 These wireless sensors do not require any 
proper infrastructure just like used in WLAN or those cellular networks. The microcontroller acts 
as the brains for these each WSN and further transfers the readings through its sensors and also 
many a times it transfers the readings from the adjacent nodes also since the sensors which are 
located near them could be closely related to each other due to which the quantity of the data to 
be transferred through the two nodes of sensors can be considerately minimized. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1.1 Testbeds 
The most common testbeds are DSN, MoteLab, TWIST and Kansei. Testbeds and simulation 
tools are having various different pros and cons. These are therefore used in WSN for better 
performance during the corroboration period. The major differences are; in simulation the 
hardware cost is low, good visibility, proper controllability, and repeatability and also consist of 
god speed but it has model data quality which is incorrect and is not very sophisticated. Whereas 
in testbeds, all the pros of simulation are not available but all the limitations of simulation are 
fulfilled here. Software of simulation such as ns-2, TOSSIM or GloMoSim help in checking the 
progress of the program. Many nodes can be simulated on one computer which results in 
minimal cost of hardware required for its testing. The visibility feature of simulation makes the 
program look better and simplifies the testing of nodes. Since the visibility of simulation is better, 
each and every node can be inspected properly at a time whereas the simulation data quality 
need not be always good. After all these advantages, simulation has inadequate channels of 
communication models whereas testbed makes use of the actual devices and actual 
communication channels due to which they becomes the choice of most common choice. 
Testbeds give good quality data but has poor visibility. Simulation can be paused or started any 
time and gives a good advantage of controllability and the repetition is also made easier by 
making the nodes go into the process of interest and running the simulation. On the other hand, 
testbeds doesn’t have this feature since they run continuously. 
2.2 ZigBee network 
Many a times it is misunderstood between the ZigBee and XBee that they are one and the same, 
which is completely incorrect. ZigBee is basically a typical communication protocol used for the 
low consuming power, and wireless mesh networks. Whereas XBee is radio brand that supports 
various types of protocols that also includes ZigBee 802.15.4 along with the Wi-Fi amongst the 
others [38]. The way Bluetooth is considered as standard in the similar way, the ZigBee protocol 
is also considered as standard. There are no issues faced by ZigBee to communicate since the 
ZigBee from any company’s device can communicate with any other company’s ZigBee device 
Figure 2.2 Ad hoc wireless sensor networks. [26] 
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and completely supports it. Just the way Bluetooth of the Motorola headsets can very 
conveniently communicate with the Apple iPhone, similarly a ZigBee light switch can 
communicate with Black and Decker door locks. Their working is many times a big question 
faced. But strong protocol networks consist of layers.          
2.3 Arduino Platform 
Arduino is very popularly used an open system microcontroller by the designers, educationalist, 
users who wants to try stuff on their own, and communication of designers. This system is so 
made which is easy to understand, simple to use, adjustable and also speedy to build up with. 
Particular jobs are done by the microcontrollers which are equivalent to the computers which is 
similar to collecting the data from the sensors and switches and then come up to a decision of 
whether to ring a bell or turn on the light. Due to this function they are widely used in mobile 
devices, along with the types of microcontrollers which are used in wireless sensor network [43]. 
 
Figure 2.3 Arduino representation [19] 
Arduino is able to receive the input from various sensors and sense the environment which can 
also have control on the various elements such as motors, actuators, and lights and accordingly 
affect the environment. On the board, the microcontroller is basically programmed with the help 
of Arduino programmed language which depends on the wiring and development of environment 
with the help of Arduino that depends on the processing. These projects can work on it by itself 
or else can also communicate with the software that is running on the computer for example; 
processing, flash, MaxMSP etc. The basic Arduino board is shown in Figure2.3 
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3 Hardware and Software Preparation 
In this chapter, to set up the testbed, we discuss about Hardware components and software 
applications that are been used in this project are essential for understanding the complete 
working of the project. All the required hardware and the software which are used in this project 
are the latest version and also it is tried, which made cost efficient. The relation between 
hardware and software is show in the below Table 3.1. 
Serial no. Hardware component Software application 
1 XBee s2 X-CTU 
2 LilyPad Arduino Arduino platform 
3 Arduino mega 2560 Arduino platform 
4 PandaBoard MySQL 
Table 3.1 Relation between hardware and software 
3.1 Hardware Components 
In this section, we discuss about the hardware components used to build ZigBee WSN model in 
our project and its specifications.  
3.1.1 Analog and digital sensors 
Analog and Digital sensors are two types of sensors playing major role in both wired and wireless 
sensor networks. We find same kind of sensor in both the types, considerably different in their 
working and functional application. An analog sensor generates a constant varying value of the 
output of its range of the measurements. On the other hand, digital sensors consists of only two 
stages which are mostly known as the ‘on’ and ‘off’. Example of this digital sensor is the touch 
switch. This switch is generally open when it is not touched, and it is a short circuit when it is 
pressed or touched. 
When these sensors used in the Arduino, it helps in receiving the responses at a faster rate. The 
voltage output is directly varied along with the temperature in Celsius. In our project we used 
both analog and digital sensors. Analog sensors are LM35 analog temperature sensor, piezo 
vibration sensor, fleliforce pressure sensor andDS18B20 one wire digital temperature sensor, the 
circuit connection with respect to Arduino for all the sensors are explained clearly in chapter 4.  
3.1.2 Lilypad Arduino 
In our project we use this LilyPad Arduino to connect with sensors and to flash the program on 
the ATmega328 or ATmega168V microcontroller board, which is basically designed for the 
wearable e-textile industry. Where ATmega 328 at 8MHZ is the updated version of Arduino which 
is very compactable for programming and easy to reset. Arduino SDK is used to program LilyPad 
Arduino It has the ability of getting sewn into the fabrics in the same way the power supplies, 
actuators and the sensors are mounted with the conducive threads.. The outer diameter is 50mm 
and 0.8mm thickness as shown in the Figure 3.1 [23] LilyPad Arduino consists of 22pins, 14 are 
digital input output pins, 6 are Analog input pins, 
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Figure 3.1 LilyPad Arduino [23] 
The operating voltage and input voltage should in between 2.7 and 5.5volts power supply is 
given either by using USB or external power supply. Each input output pin will effort 40mAof 
current. The flash memory of LilyPad is 16 KB out of which 2KB is used for boot loader with 1KB 
SRAM.  
3.1.3 LilyPad XBee 
The LilyPad XBee is most commonly used as breakout board for all the XBee Modules, works as 
a radio transceiver and also the asynchronous data transmission between the LilyPad Arduino 
and the LilyPad XBee. The tabs are made easy to sew along with the directions of the power for 
making the LilyPad system work and provided with big connecting pads so that it could be easily 
sewn into the clothes [32]. A variety of the input, output and power sources are present. In one 
word we can say LilyPad XBee is the reflection of XBee Module with different pin lay out. In order 
to make LilyPad Arduino projects easier some pins have been swapped to different pin alignment 
from XBee. The female pins on the top of LilyPad is connected with male fins of XBee module. 
The power supply should be in between 2.7 and 5.5 volts. The general view of LilyPad XBee is 
shown in the Figure3.2.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 General view of LilyPad XBee [32] 
3.1.4 XBee S2 Module 
In our project we connect XBee module with the LilyPad Xbee for simple reliable sensor data 
communication between the microcontrollers and in transmitting the sensor data to coordinator. 
XBee Series 2 module is developed by Digi as shown in the Figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3 XBee S2 Module [32] 
It is used in enabling variety of various flavours of specific of ZigBee mesh networking with 
respect to ZigBee mesh firmware. The Robust network sensors are generally created with the 
help of the Mesh networks, the systems can give rise to the highly rich datasets or also support 
the interactions at the human level. XBee supports low power point to point, multi- point and 
serial port communications with computers. By using ZigBee firmware it is easy to configure our 
Module as a router, end device and coordinator. The features are XBee series2 module [58] is 
listed below. The Data sheet is referred in Appendix 
1. It has inbuilt antenna. 
2. Transmission range in urban area is approximately 40m and 133ft. 
3. Line of sight range is approximately 20m and 400. 
4. Input output voltage is 3.3V. 
5. Peak transmission & receiving current is 40mA. 
6. Current power-down is 1micro A. 
7. Transmitting power is approximately 2mW. 
8. It has 8 digital input output pin. 
9. It can configure with AT or API. 
3.1.5 XBee USB explorer 
XBee USB explorer is used to connect all the XBee Modules to female port pins on the top of it 
as shown in the Figure 3.4[33] .Use mini USB cable to connect XBee explorer, so that we will 
have direct access to the serial programming of XBee. It helps in configuring the XBee Module. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 XBee USB explorer [33] 
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3.1.6 Arduino Mega 2560 
In our project we use Arduino mega 2560 for processing the data .Basically it is ATmega 2560 
microcontroller board as shown in Figure 3.5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Arduino Mega 2560[34] 
Arduino mega 2560 consists of  54 digital I/O pins, of which 15 pins are used for PWM outputs.it 
contains 4 UART pins which helps us in serial port connection to another external hardware 
devices, and analog input pins  are16 . It can be powered by connecting it to a computer or by 
connecting 7 to 12 volts AC –to- DC standard [2adapter [34]. It is flexible and compactable to all 
other Arduino microcontroller boards. By pressing the reset switch on the board for 10 seconds it 
will reset the earlier program flashed on the board and resets the settings configured settings.it 
contains 256Kof flash memory with clock speed of 16 MHz 
3.1.7 XBee shield 
The XBee Shield as shown in the Figure 3.5 made easy to connect Arduino boards, which helps 
in Arduino wireless projects. In our project we connect this to Arduino 2560 microcontroller board 
in preparing the coordinator node and also used to process the received data from different 
remote nodes. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 XBee shield [35] 
This shield connects to any board which consists of the Arduino level prints and updates it with 
the wireless communications with the help of module of XBee [35].The DIN and DOUT of the 
XBee serial pins  are connected to SPDT switch, that enable us to choose the required 
connection either the digital pins or the UART pins. The Arduino supplies it with the power of 5V 
pin and then prior to supplying to the XBee, it converts it to the 3.3V DC. It also provides the easy 
reset pin on the board. The DIN, DOUT &RSSI of XBee are indicated with LED’s which indicates 
power and activity on the board. The XBee shield mounted to an Arduino mega2560 board can 
be seen the Figure 3.7 
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Figure 3.7 XBee Shield connected with Arduino mega 2560 
3.1.8 FTDI breakout board 
The FTDI breakout board is used to connect LilyPad Arduino, while uploading the program from 
Arduino SDK on to it.it also used to monitor the output from serial port monitor.FTDI Basic 
Breakout 3.3v as shown in the Figure 3.8 is the updated version, the SMD-6 header pin is very 
compactable to connect to the board, Which is adjustable to 3.3V to 5V. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8 FTDI breakout board [31] 
The FTDI cable’s output and the pin of this board are matched which helps in working with the 
Arduino and replicate the 5V boards of Arduino. The GRN and BLK usually represent respective 
colour wires of the FTDI cable. These are used to align the basic and the Arduino board. They 
consist of the LED lights of TX and RX which are better for using with respect to the FTDI cables.          
3.1.9 BeagleBoard and PandaBoard 
In our project we use BeagleBoard and PandaBoard in connecting with the coordinator node, 
which acts as gateway, as backbone of our network and to store the received coordinator sensor 
data. 
BeagleBoard 
BeagleBoard-xM provides with the extra ARM Cortex A8 MHz presently at 1 GHz along with 
additional memory of 512 MB of DDR RAM having low power which allows the researchers, 
hobbyists and also the engineers to achieve new heights by going beyond their imaginations. 
The BeagleBoard xM helps the researchers, engineers and the hobbyist to think and achieve 
beyond their imagination by proving them with the additional ARM ® Cortex TM -A8 MHz having 
less power DDR RAM available presently at 1 Gz and additional 512MB memory. Modelling with 
the help of this, improves the design of the hardware of laptops’ presentation also the 
expandability at the time of maintaining power at hand help levels. The hub consisting of four 
ports having 10/100 Ethernet along with keeping the small 3.25" × 3.25" footprint constant, 
supports the Direct Current [57] 
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As compared to the initial BeagleBoard, BeagleBoard-xM does not support entire environment 
development, but on the other hand supports a community platform which is used as foundation 
for constructing many complete systems of development and also as a baseline of community 
targets. 
A clear view of all the components situated on the BeagleBoard can be observed in the Figure 
3.9 
 
 
Figure 3.9 Overall view of BeagleBoard-xM [57] 
PandaBoard  
 
Basically PandaBoard is used due to its qualities like the low cost, low power computer which is 
single power platform whose development depends on the System of Instruments of Texas 
OMAP4430 on the chip (SoC). It is a widely supported platform used for development. 
PandaBoard ES is the recent version that depends on the OMAP4460 SoC, consisting the GPU 
and the CPU working at clock rates which are higher [57].  
Basically, PandaBoard is a platform of an OMAP4430 specifically designed for letting the easy 
path to many of the strong features of multimedia processor OMAP4430 as possible along with 
keeping the cost minimal. This will help the user to introduce new software which will use the 
features of the processer OMAP4430 which is powerful [57]. Along with all these, expandability is 
introduced through connectors on board; this PandaBoard encourages the improvement of extra 
properties and features. Table 2.1 shows the detail features of the PandaBoard. 
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Table 3.2 Features on PandaBoard [57] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The important features and components of the PandaBoard OMAP4430 are shown in Figure 
3.10. 
Following is the list of all the major components of PandaBoard [57]: 
1. Processor of OMAP4430. 
Figure 3.10 Design of PandaBoard [57] 
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2. TWL6030 (Phoenix] Power Management Companion Device. 
3. TWL6040 (Phoenix] Audio Companion Device 
4. POP Mobile LPDDR2 SDRAM memory. 
5. HDMI connector (type A] for OMAP4430 HDMI output Transmitter 
6. HDMI connector (type A] for DVI D sourced output. 
7. Audio input and output connectors [3.5mm] 
8. SD/SDIO/MMC Media Card Cage 
The extra connectors are also introduced which help the platform to improve the connectivity and 
expansion reasons. These connectors are setup by the user on the platform and are not 
populated. They are basically represented by the blocks on blue colour. Figure 3.10 shows these 
blue blocks also the following: 
1. Connector for camera [J17] 
2. Connectors for expansion of LCD [J1 and J4] 
3. Connectors for Generic Expansion [J3 and J6] 
4. Composite Video Header [J12] 
5. The Figure 3.10 represents the top view of the PandaBoard. 
 
Figure 3.11 PandaBoard OMAP4430 Platform [25] 
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3.1.10 Breadboard 
For making sure whether the circuit designed is working correct or not, breadboard is used. This 
breadboard consists of number of holes through which the components of the circuit can be 
inserted like the ICs and resisters. The top and bottom rows of the board are basically used for 
the connections of the power supply. ICs are inserted in the center of the board so that the half of 
the legs is on the either side of the center line.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Breadboard[30] 
3.2 Software Tools 
In this section we discuss about the various software and application tools used in our project. 
Mainly we use X-CTU to configure XBee Modules as transmitting device and Arduino IDE for 
ATmega328 microcontrollers for Arduino boards.  
3.2.1 X-CTU 
The X-CTU is an application used for XBee modules, developed on windows by Digi. The main 
reason behind this application design, is to provide user-friendly interaction between the firmware 
files provided on the Digi’s RF material and to have easy user access graphical interface to them. 
[17]. 
The XCTU is the program which is of standard configuration for radios of XBee. This XCTU is 
present only for the Microsoft windows operating system. We will find the application on digi.com, 
is open for everyone to download and use, detailed configuration instructions can be found in the 
downloaded file which also includes completely observed setup of instructions, range tests along 
with simple access to the features of API. Nowadays, the XCTU is doing very rarely updating the 
firmware. 
3.2.1.1 X-CTU configuration 
Once after installing the application on windows operating system we will find the X-CTU 
application icon on the desktop of our computer as shown in, it can also be seen in start menu 
followed with programs, Digi and X-CTU. 
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Once if we run the application by giving double click on the X-CTU, available on desktop of your 
computer, it will open in a window titled with X-CTU as shown in the Figure 3.13 .on X-CTU 
window we will see four tabs, each tab has its own unique features, they are: 
 
Figure 3.13 Initial window of X-CTU 
1. PC settings: This tab makes the user to choose the COM port of their choice and the port 
is used for the configuration of the radio, in this we set the Baud rate default it is 9600.As 
we know XBee supports both AT and API mode of operations ,in host setup we chose the 
mode of our radio XBee.  
2. Range Test: makes the user to conduct the tests to know the range between the two 
XBee radios. 
3. Terminal: permits the way to the COM port of the computers consisting the ending 
program of emulation. It is more feasible to accesses to AT commands to the radios. In 
our project mostly we use terminal to see the output of our XBee by selecting the serial 
com port from pc settings tab. 
4. Modem Configuration: In this tab we program our XBee radio Modules firmware settings. 
This tab is very user friendly to program our radios and in updating the firmware .it 
provides the feasibility to choose the different versions of firmware. 
We discuss more about these tabs while preparing the remote radio node in chapter 4  
3.2.2 XBee API 
In our project we API communication, the major advantage of API over AT mode is the 
communication to be completed via the structured boundary with the module (the communicated 
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data is always in the standard order). The API makes sure that the sent commands, reaction to 
the command and the messages of module status and is received with the help of the module by 
using the UART Data Frame. 
3.2.3 XBee API frame protocol 
The API frame of XBee contains a sequence of the bytes which is been built on the every data 
that is being transmitted. The following table gives the idea regarding the basic frame structure, 
Start Delimiter Length Frame data Checksum 
Byte 1 
0x7E 
Byte 2          
Byte3 
MSB            
LSB 
Byte 4………..Byte n 
Specific API frame structure 
Byte n+1 
Single byte 
    
Table 3.3 API Basic frame structure [24] 
Start Delimiter 
As we know the output of API fame is Hexa characters, and the data is carried in a structured 
format in order to identify the API frame, the entire API frames are initiated with the star byte. 
This shows that the user is at the initial stage of the data frame. If the reading of bytes begins 
from the midstream of the XBee’s serial port, the user will not understand what it is representing 
until the order is known. Therefore, always it should have an initial search for the initial byte 0x7E. 
After which the user will know its location and everything will work fine. 
Length Bytes 
The two numbers which are received after the start delimiter, represents the complete length of 
the frame. This helps in knowing the time of how long it should be working [28]. Usually for this 
situation, the byte which is second is known as the MSB is mostly zero and the third consists of 
complete length which is known as LSB. 
Frame Data Bytes 
This type of frame data is different for every message that is received from the XBee radio. Few 
of the frames will have good amount of internal information, whereas the minor frames contain 
only 2 bytes. For example, if we consider the data to be like the type of book and every book has 
its specific structure. Since the length byte is considered as size of the frame data is already 
known [28] 
Checksum 
The final byte of the frame is every time a checksum. It is based on the calculations of the bytes 
which come before it. The calculations are basic sum of entire bytes used for that frame, used at 
the initial point and checked whether there is any complications during transmission [29]. 
3.2.4 XBee API frame types 
In general XBee API frame structure is categorised into various substructures, which includes all 
types of information that is to be sent or received with the help of local XBee radio .The different 
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types of frames consists different data structures [29].In different API type different data frames 
will be observed and their internal structures are far different from each other. There are different 
types of API frame types which form specified structures for API frames explained for XBee. Here 
some of them are explained in details which are required in our project. The byes of frame type 
gives us the idea regarding what type of frame is been observed. It is very essential to 
understand the type of frame for knowing the next upcoming information. 
For example, if we consider frame type indicated with 0x08, which shows it is an AT frame 
command [29]. Therefore on reading the first four bytes we know what kind of the information it is: 
 The start byte, i.e. from where the frame starts 
 Length bytes, i.e. what will be the length of frame 
 Frame type, i.e. what is the type of frame that is been observed. 
Each and every individual frame is assigned with a number and we have many kinds of frames 
are illustrated in the below Table3-3.in our project we use the frame type with 0X10, 0X8B, 
0X90and 0X92. 
 
Frame Type Description 
0x08 AT command[immediate] 
0x09 AT command[queued] 
0x88   AT command response 
0x17 Remote Command Request 
0x88 AT command response 
0x8A    Modem Status 
0X10 API TX request 
0X8B API TX response 
0X90 RX received 
0X92 RX I/O indicator 
Table 3.4 Examples of some XBee API frame types [29] 
3.2.4.1 ZigBee transmit request 
In our project we used this frame type in designing our wireless sensor network. With the help of 
this frame type, either the remote or the local radio is instructed to transfer the information to 
another local radio or remote radio, this depends upon where and how we use this frame and 
changes according to our design specification and requirement.The frame captures the entire 
real data to the payload along with the set of source addressing and transmission options which 
explains how the data carried in payload is to be delivered. This frame is been proved as a better 
example which explains the working of the API mode, when something cannot be achieved 
effortlessly in the mode of transparent or command mode. For example if we want to change or 
set new destination addresses on air, we will just simply attach a set of destination address to 
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each frame of data on its path ,instead of sending the commands each time in command mode. 
The ZigBee transmit request frame format [51] is shown in the Table3-4.The example which we 
have explained in table is the result obtained in our project. 
Frame fields Offset Example Description 
Start Delimiter 0 0X7E Starting byte of frame 
Length MSB 1 0X00 Length indicator 
LSB 2 0X16 
Frame Data Frame type 3 0X10 Indicates ZigBee Txx 
request 
 
Frame id 4 0X01 Acknowledge is sent/if it 
is 0X00 no ACK is 
required 
0X01 PACKET IS 
ACKNOWLEDGED 
64-bit destination 
address 
MSB 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
LSB12 
0X00 
0X7D 
0XA2 
0X00 
0X40 
0X79 
0XD0 
0XEC 
XBee Destination radio 
module address. This is 
an 8byte address which 
is unique.  
To send broadcast  
delivery message use 
0XFFFF 
To send message to 
coordinator use 0X00 
 
16-bit destination 
network address 
MSB13 0X62 Known Destination radio 
module 
LSB 1 0X5E If address is unknown 
Broadcast radius 15 0X01 Transmission broadcast 
Can set maximum 
number of hops 
Transmit options 16 0X00 Transmission options 
can set here 
If it is OX00=1 ACK 
disabled 
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Real RF data 
[payload] 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
0X10 
0X 00 
0X 08 
0X 43 
0X 31 
The real data is carried 
out the size will vary with 
respect to data 
Check sum 22 F8 0Xff-sumoff the bytes 
fromoff3 to till last byte 
gives check sum value 
Table 3.5 Sample ZigBee transmit request API frame format [52] 
3.2.4.2 ZigBee receive packet 
The ZigBee receive packet frame formation in API provides us with the better results as 
compared with the basic AT transparent /the command mode interactions because the receiver 
node will not identify ,from which node the data is transmitted and  who the sender was. In the 
case of single network group the receiver will identify, but in case of large network it is 
substantially essential to know who the sender was and what the data is received.so this is 
problem is over rectified if by using this inserting frame type and this is identified by 0X90 and the 
fame id is also transmitted by sender. The sample ZigBee receive packet fame is illustrated in the 
table and the example is taken from the out of our project result. 
Frame fields Offset Example Description 
Start Delimiter 0 0X7E Starting byte of frame 
Length MSB 1 0X00 Length indicator 
LSB 2 0X12 
Frame Data Frame type 3 0X90 Indicates ZigBee receive packet 
 
64-bit destination 
address 
MSB 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
0X00 
0X7D 
0X33 
0XA2 
0X00 
0X40 
0X79 
0XD0 
XBee Destination radio module address. This 
is an 8byte address which is unique.  
To send broadcast  delivery message use 
0XFFFF 
To send message to coordinator use 0X00 
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12 0XEC 
16-bit destination 
network address 
MSB13 0X62 Known Destination radio module 
LSB 114 0X5E If address is unknown 
Broadcast radius 15 0X01 Transmission broadcast Can set maximum 
number of hops 
Transmit options 16 0X01 0X01 packet is acknowledged 
0X02 broadcast packet 
0X20 APS packet encrypted 
0X40 end device packet transmission 
 
Real RF data 
[payload] 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
10 
00 
08 
43 
31 
The real data is carried out the size will vary 
with respect to data 
Check sum 22 F8 0Xff-sumoff the bytes fromoff3 to till last byte 
gives check sum value 
Table 3.6 Sample ZigBee receive packet API frame format [54] 
With the help of 64-bit destination address the receiver radio node will understand from which 
remote radio the data is transmitted0And also with the payload information which is then followed 
by the checksum [53]. 
3.2.5 Arduino Platform  
Arduino software environment is easier to program with minimum programming knowledge, 
mostly it is being used by students and researches. The programs which were developed using 
Arduino are named as sketches, and these sketches are developed on computers using the 
Arduino integrated development environment “IDE” .The Arduino IDE is compactible for Linux, 
mac operating systems. It is easy to edit the sketches and easy to convert into Arduino hardware 
instruments. In our project we convert the sketches into LilyPad Arduino instrument .  
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3.2.5.1 Arduino programming structure 
For example, a simple program may look similar to this program which is taken from the Arduino 
cook book: 
// definitions of variables always come initially 
int ledPin = 13; 
// The setup()method runs only, after the sketch starts 
void setup() { 
// starting the digital pin as an output: 
pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT); 
// the loop() method runs continuously again and again, 
// as far as the Arduino has strength 
void loop() 
{ 
digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH); // switch the LED on 
delay(1000); // stop for one second 
digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW); // turn the LED off 
delay(1000); // stop for one second 
} 
 Basically the program starts with the sentences which speaks out the types, names and the 
basic values for the allotted containers are been used all the way through the program known as 
the global variables. The next part starts with the void setup (). Once the Arduino is powered up 
all the commands between the curly bracket is only performed once. Basically this part consists 
of methods ,that are used to make the Arduino board ready to work, such as starting of pins, 
arranging the serial ports and all the remaining thins which are supposed to take place only once 
after the starting up. Lastly consists of void loop (), all the commands in its curly bracket executes 
continuously. In the above given example, the LED light will switch on stay for some time until it 
switch off and again wait for some time. This will blink for one complete cycle, immediately after 
this one cycle is completed; the program starts again and turns the light on and off continuously.  
Many a times there will also be other parts that will follow the loop.  
3.2.6 MySQL 
MySQL basically, is database management system. The organized collection of the data is 
known as database. For inserting, permitting and working the data that is present in the database 
of computer MySQL management database system is required.  
 MySQL such a database management system which is relational based. This relational 
database helps in dividing and storing the data in the different tables instead of storing all the in 
one big room. This helps in improving the pace and suppleness. All the tables present and 
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related with each other by the definitions which make it simpler for mixing the data by the request 
of several tables [49]. The SQL in MySQL basically stands for ‘Structured Query Language’. This 
is most widely used and is a standard language for accessing the database. MySQL is an open 
Source Software, which indicates that any user can add or modify the according to their 
requirements. It is free so user can also download it from the internet for using without paying for 
it. Everyone who is interested can also studying the source code and modify it according to their 
requirements.  
 MySQL is mostly used since it is very speedy, trustworthy and also simple in using. Mostly 
these are the basic requirements of any user. It also consists of many practical groups of 
features which can are basically developed for better usage of the user. This MySQL was 
basically so designed so that it could handle database which are of larger sizes, also have speed 
as compared to the present solutions and due to this they have been used on a very large scale 
from many years. Even though it is under regular development process, in today’s time, MySQL 
provides us with the rich and useful group of features [50]. Various features like the connectivity, 
faster rate, and safety of MySQL makes it most suited for the internet accessing of the database 
server or client system which contains multi-related servers of SQL which supports various back 
ends, various different programs for users and libraries, program interface and tools for 
administration. MySQL is basically some of the technical features are given. Mainly MySQL 
consist of much software present which is contributing. It can be very easily found that whichever 
is your preferred application or the language, MySQL must be already supporting it.  
The main values of this MySQL and which we desire it to be: 
 The most common and the best database that is used in the entire world. 
 Low cost and easily available for everyone. 
 Simple in usage. 
 Constant developing and during which it should remain safe and fast. 
 Ease in using and improving it. 
 It must be Bugs free. 
3.2.7 Windows7 and Ubuntu 12.04 
As we everyone know without these operating systems we can’t accesses to any of these 
applications .in our project we mostly use windows 7 as our operating system to use 
XCTU,Arduino and to connect all the hardware components during their configuration settings. 
In our project the BeagleBoard and PandaBoard works on Ubuntu, is the operating system of the 
computer which depends on the distribution of the Debain Linux which makes the use of its own 
desktop area. 
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4 System Design and Implementation 
In this chapter we discuss about the architecture of our system, the design specifications of our 
ZigBee WSN model, the algorithm we used in WSN model, the configuration settings of our XBee 
modules, the circuit design of remote sensor boards with respect to Arduino, data processing of 
our coordinator radio node and the database architecture of to store the received coordinator 
data. 
4.1 System Requirements 
The requirements listed below are to be considered in our system design and implementation. 
1. A ZigBee WSN testbed is required to collect sensed data.  
2. The collected sensor data is transmitted to local PC or PandaBoard. 
3. To receive the collected sensed data, a coordinator node is to be prepared.  
4. Processing of collected sensed data is to be done at coordinator. 
5. Store the collected sensed data in PandaBoard. 
6. Data transmission from PandaBoard to remote server. 
The wireless sensor network should be stable and reliable for collecting data. Since nodes are 
battery dependent, power consumption is a significant concern. Sleep mode is a good choice to 
lower the power consumption. At the same time, the transmitting payload should be minimized 
and optimized. The output of the data needs to be short and simple so that consumer can 
understand it easily. A simple but stable database is needed for storing data. Meanwhile, this 
stored data will be transmitted to the remote server.  
4.2 System Architecture 
The whole system is designed in three parts including data collection, data storing and data 
transmission. The overview of system architecture is shown Figure 4.1. A local data collection 
system is designed in this project and we will use a remote system from another project named 
"Marine Data Collection based on Embedded System with Wired and Wireless Transmission". 
We need to integrate these two systems together. Data from both sides should be collected and 
stored in the same remote database at the same time. 
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Figure 4.1 Overview of system architecture 
4.2.1 System Design 
The first part is the data collection part which is based on a ZigBee WSN. For the moment, four 
different sensors are used for collecting data. Xbee devices are used to transmit and receive data. 
In this network, every node sends the collected data to the coordinator through ZigBee network. 
For the data storing part, coordinator node forwards the data to the gateway PandaBoard which 
is connected by USB serial port. In the gateway, the data will be received, analyzed, processed 
and stored locally. At last, gateway PandaBoard connects to a LET router by WIFI connection 
and then the LET router connects to Internet. The gateway and remote server will communicate 
through the Internet. The data which is stored in local database will be transmitted to the remote 
server and then be stored in remote database. 
4.2.2 Local Data Collect System 
For local data collection and transmission, we use LilyPad Arduino microcontroller boards to read 
analog and digital sensors values form different nodes in the network, for transmission and 
receiving the data we use XBee modules. By using XCTU application these XBee modules are 
configured as ‘ZigBee router API’ for transmitting the sensor data, for receiving the sensor data 
we configure the XBee module as ‘ZigBee coordinator API’ and these configuration settings for 
both transmission and receiver side is explained during the implementation process of our project. 
To see the received data and store it, the coordinator is connected to gateway. This gate way will 
act as a back bone of our network while transmitting the data to remote server. 
4.2.3 Remote System 
The remote server is done by another project which is named 'Marine Data Collection based on 
Embedded System with Wired and Wireless Transmission'. Since we will integrate these two 
systems together, we use the same remote system. A database is created in this remote server 
for storing our data. 
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4.3 Design of ZigBee WSN testbed 
In general in any network we will have both transmitter and receiver, even in our ZigBee WSN 
Model as shown in Figure 4.2. First we discuss about our data transmission side, then data 
receiver side. In our model we use XBee API frame protocol. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data Transmission Side: 
In data transmission side we use XBee Modules for sensor nodes configured as ZigBee router 
device. In out in our project we use four sensor nodes, three of them are analog sensors nodes 
and one is digital sensor node. Node 1 is for LM35 Analog Temperature sensor, Node 2 is 
Fleliforce Pressure sensor, node3 is for vibration sensor and node 4 is digital temperature sensor. 
The purpose of these nodes is to read the sensor data and to transmit the data to coordinator 
node in the receiver side. For reading the sensor data these nodes should connect to their 
respective individual LilyPad Arduino microcontroller sensor board which is explained in4.4.1 
while preparing the remote sensor board. Now we have to design and upload program for each 
individual sensor board with respect to our design specification of ZigBee WSN .The design 
specification is same for all the nodes which is explained in section 4.3.1 to write a program we 
use Arduino IDE. 
Data receiver Side: 
In the receiver side, the main purpose is to receive the sensor data, process the data. To receive 
the sensor data we use coordinator node which is XBee module configured as ZigBee API 
coordinator device connected to gate way which is either PC or panda board . To process the 
data we use Arduino mega 2560 microcontroller board to see all the transmitted with respect the 
design specification of coordinator data, the design specification is. We use Arduino IDE. 
4.3.1 Design specifications of our ZigBee WSN model 
Data Transmitter Side 
Figure 4.2 ZigBee WSN model 
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During the data transmission of remote sensor node, each remote sensor node in the network 
should transmit the sensor data by satisfying the two conditions below: 
 Each remote sensor node should send the data periodically, i.e., every 10 seconds, along 
with its source address, node id, node type, and transmission sequence number for each 
transmission.  
 Within these 10 seconds, if there is any change in sensed data, meaning that an 
environmental change is detected, it will also send the data to coordinator. The payload 
should be made as short as possible to save energy. 
 When there is no data transmission, the remote sensor node should sleep to save the 
battery power.  
In order to operate the nodes in the above explained fashion, we developed an algorithm to have 
periodic transmission, event communication, and sleeping mode. The data is transmitted by 
using ZigBee Transmit request API Frame type protocol, ZigBee receive packet API Frame type 
protocol is used in our algorithm. The flow chart of the sensor node data transmission algorithm 
is shown Figure 4.3. By using Arduino IDE we developed algorithm, C programing language used 
to write the code. 
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Figure 4.3 Sensor nodes flow chart data transmission algorithm 
 
At the side of the data transmitter, the sensor nodes are present that help in converting the 
physical quantities like the temperature, pressure, vibration etc. to the electrical parameters such 
as voltage. 
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Figure 4.4 code for reading the senor data, to have periodic, event transmission 
Reads the value from analog pin .The received analog voltage is converted to the digital forms of 
the values that are used in processing the data. In order to convert the data from analogue form 
into the digital form, the ADC Arduino board is used. The conversion logic for every individual 
sensor changes as per sensor specification provided by data sheet.  We have set the time 
counter = 10 to have periodic communication for every 10 seconds then adds the sequence 
number for each 10 second transaction. To have event communication occurs comparing the 
previous sensor value with the current sensor value. 
The packets are generated with all the required specifications along with the sensed actual data 
of the sensor. This packet is then transmitted to the module with the help of XBee. We used 
transmit request API frame type used to transmit the data to coordinator node. By using code in 
below figure shows declaring the pay load size, according specification data should contain 
8bytes of data to carry sensor data, sequence number the unit for sensor value and node 
id .source address of the coordinator node is given to for packet transmission. The transmission 
request is sent to coordinator node carries the node source address, pay load and size of pay 
load. 
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Figure 4.5 Code for transmitting the packet to data receiver 
So it becomes possible to cross check whether the transmitted packet is correct or not.by using 
ZigBee transmit status response fame type. 
This particular packet is collected and work on this data is done according to the requirements 
and then, it is transmitted serially to the computer where this data can be used. For processing of 
this data, the information that is required from the received packets is extracted and they change 
their representation which can be read by the humans very easily in order to modify it. 
 Data receiver side 
As we know we are using API mode communication the data received to the coordinator node is 
in the form of HEXA characters, so it is necessary to process the data. The Design specifications 
at receiver side are 
 Display the source address of sensor nodes. Sequence number is to be added for each 
received packet and display it on the serial monitor of PandaBoard gateway or PC 
 Identify the node id ,node type and display it on serial port monitor on the serial monitor of 
PandaBoard gateway or PC 
 Display the sensor data values on the serial monitor of PandaBoard gateway or PC. 
 Display checksum values of each received packet on the serial monitor of PandaBoard 
gateway or PC 
In order to satisfy the above conditions we build an application by using and ZigBee request 
response API frame type and ZigBee request I/O sample response frame type protocol.The main 
implementation about how this system will be working on the receiver side can be explained with. 
The implementation of this algorithm is discussed clearly in while preparing the coordinator 
nodes in implementation of our WSN model.  
4.4 Implementation of our ZigBee WSN model 
In implementation of ZigBee WSN first we will prepare our XBee modules in XBee API mode for 
both data receiver side and data Transmitter side. Secondly the preparation of constant 3.3 volts 
power supply jack is which is needed for sensor boards, and preparation of sensor boards to 
know how sensors are connected to LilyPad Arduino microcontroller board and to our XBee 
module, then by using programming language C, we build an application sketch for each sensor 
node on Arduino IDE and upload it to the board. Lastly we will prepare coordinator node which 
explains how the Arduino board 2560 micro controller board is connected to XBee module and 
we build an application sketch on Arduino IDE and upload it to the board. Here is the list of 
components used to build our WSN as shown in below table. 
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Serial 
no. 
Components list Quantity Purpose 
1 XBee s2 5 Used to transmit the sensor information between the 
nodes 
2 XBee Explorer 1 Used to configuring the XBee Modules  by using 
XCTU application 
3 LilyPad XBee 4 Used to mount remote XBee module 
4 LilyPad Arduino 4 Consists of AT mega 326 processor, used to 
connect sensor and for sensor programming. 
5 FTDI basic break 
out  
1 Used to connect LilyPad Arduino  to upload  the 
Arduino sketch of sensors 
6 Arduino mega 
2560 
1 Use to processing the data to connect  coordinator 
node 
7 XBee Shield 1` Used to connect XBee coordinator node with to 
Arduino mega 2560 
8 9 volts power 
supply  
4 Used to give power supply to the remote sensor 
nodes 
9 UTC1117  VDC 4 3.3 voltage regulator 
10 10 µF 8 Used in the remote sensor node circuit to regulate 
the 3.3v constant power supply 
11 Breadboard 4 Used to connect sensors and the LilyPad Arduino 
while preparing the remote sensor boards 
12 Hookup wires Few  used while connecting the remote node sensor 
board 
13 Resistors1KΩ,4.7
KΩ 
1 Used in remote node circuits 
Table 4.1 List of components used to build our ZigBee WZN module 
4.4.1 Preparing the XBee Modules for Data Transmitter & Receiver Side 
By using X-CTU application we configure our XBee modules to have ZigBee communication 
between the data transmitter side and data receiver side. In our project we use four XBee 
modules at data transmitter side and one at data receiver. First we prepare XBee module for data 
receiver side, it is easy to know the receiver address, while configuring the XBee modules for 
data transmitter side. Here are the lists of components used to configure XBee modules. 
4.4.1.1 Preparing coordinator API node 
Take one XBee Module and make a note of its address which is found on the backside of module 
and our module address is (00132A00, 4079CF68).The instructions to configure the coordinator 
API node are:  
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1) Connect XBee explorer to USB port of computer via USB cable and then Mount XBee S2 
module on the top of it. 
2) Select the XCTU application and run it.  
3) On the window of the application, select the component and examine the baud, flow 
control data bits and then run the query. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Modem firmware version of remote XBee module 
4) The contest/query modem consists of the modem type as firmware version as shown in 
Figure4.6 along with the serial number as 64 and 16 which is the device address.  
5) Select the tab modem configuration and click the ‘read’ button to see the default values of 
the XBee module then set the parameters as shown in the Figure 4.7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Modem configurations for coordinator API 
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6) Select the tab modem configuration and click the ‘read’ button to see the default values of 
the XBee module then set the parameters as shown in the Figure 4.7. The PAN ID  and 
scan channels should be the same because the nodes in the network will identify with 
PAN ID 
7) Return back to the PC settings and select the option to enable API checkbox. 
8) Then again come to the modem configurations and click the ‘write’ button. 
9) The following message is received after configuration as shown in Figure4.8 
10) Now remove the XBee module and label it as coordinator node 
Note: label the configured XBee module with coordinator node to avoid confusion with other 
XBee modules  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Successful modem configuration message for coordinator XBee module 
4.4.1.2 Preparing the XBee module for data transmitter side  
Now we will configure our XBee module as ZigBee router API device which is used as a remote 
sensor node in our WSN and helps in transmitting the data too coordinator. 
The instructions to configure the XBee module as remote sensor node are:  
1) Connect XBee explorer to USB port of computer via USB cable and then Mount XBee S2 
module on the top of it. 
2) Select the XCTU application and run it.  
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3) On the window of the application, select the component and examine the baud, flow 
control data bits and then run the query. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4) The contest/query modem consists of the modem type as firmware version as shown in 
Figure4.9 along with the serial number as 64 and 16 node.  
5) Select the tab modem configuration and click the ‘read’ button to see the default values of 
the XBee module then set the parameters as shown in the Figure 4.10. 
6) Make sure that the PAN ID and SC are same as what we used while configuring the 
coordinator node. In our WSN Model PAN ID is FF and SC is FFFF. The DH, DL is the 64 
bit address and 16bit address of coordinator device. 
7) Return back to the PC settings and select the option to enable API checkbox. 
8) Then again come to the modem configurations and click the ‘write’ button. 
9) The following message is received after configuration as shown in Figure4.11. 
NOTE: label the configured XBee module with Node1 node to avoid confusion with other XBee 
modules. 
Figure 4.9 Modem firmware version of remote XBee module 
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Figure 4.12 Constant 3.3 volts power jack breadboard [36] 
Similarly follow the same steps for configuring the other thee XBee modules and label them as 
Node 2, Node 3 and Node 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4.2 Preparing the Remote Sensor Boards for Data Transmitter Side 
The following steps are followed by every node as a precautionary method for checking the final 
circuit: 
1) The breadboard is set up with the wires of 3.3V with the voltage regulator that we use, i.e. 
UTC1117 voltage converter, and the circuit is shown in Figure 4.12. This regulator consists 
of three pins, which are for input, output, and ground. Get the ground along with the blue 
rails going along the breadboard. And get the output power of 3.3V to both red rails. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Mode configuration parameter settings for XBee remote Module with parameters 
Figure 4.11 Successfully modem configuration message for remote XBee module 
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2) The red wire is to be soldered to the power jack’s center pin, and similarly, the black wire is 
connected to the outer pin that is longer. 
3) Join the power jack’s red wire with the help of the breadboard so that it can be connected to 
the input pin of the voltage regulator. Similarly join the black wire to the regulator.  
4) Connect the output pin of the regulator to the breadboard’s power rail with the help of red 
wire. Connect the ground pin to the ground rails. 
5) To remove the low frequency noise coming from the wall power supply and to prevent the 
noisy power reaching the radio and its signal interface, we have to decouple the power 
supply by using 10 µf capacitors as shown Figure4.13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4.2.1 Preparing node1 LM35 analog temperature sensor board 
The lm35 analog sensor board will act a node1 at data transmitter side in our WSN module. The 
main purpose is to measure temperature values, gives the analog output for the input, in the form 
of 0C. The output voltage differs to 10mV / 0C. The temperature range of LM35 can operate in 
between -50° to +140°C. The circuit diagram to connect LilyPad Arduino micro controller board is 
shown in the Figure 4.14 which is done on the bread board.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Decoupling the circuit voltage [59] 
Figure 4.14 LM35 Analog temperature sensor circuit with respect to LilyPad Arduino 
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If we see the sensor from top view, the left first pin represents ‘Vin’, middle pin is output voltage 
and last right pin is ground. By using bread board the Vout pin of sensor is connected to the A0 
pin of LilyPad Arduino to read the senor data, The Txx pin, Rxx pin of lily pad Arduino are 
connected to ‘Rxx’ pin, ‘Txx’ pin of lily pad XBee to exchange the data between the two boards. 
The pin connections between the sensor, LilyPad Arduino, and LilyPad XBee is show in the 
table.4.2.power up the circuit by connecting constant 3.3volt pin 1 of LilyPad XBee to constant 
3.3 output voltage of power jack circuit and pin 10 of LilyPad XBee to ground . 
LilyPad XBee LilyPad Arduino breadboard 
Txx pin 3 for data out Rxx pin 0  
Rxx pin 2 data in Txx pin 
+ve 3.3 volts pin 1 +ve pin 
Pin 10 gnd -ve pin 
Slp pin 9 used to make 
XBee sleep and awake 
Pin 4  
 Pin Ao analog pin reads analog 
data from Vout pin sensor 
Vout pin 
Pin5 +ve pin  
red Led 
Pin 6 +ve pin of 
green led 
Pin 7 +ve pin of 
yellow led 
Table 4.2 Pin connections of lm35 sensor with respect to LilyPad Arduino and LilyPad XBee 
After making all the connections on bread board, take XBee module which was labelled as node 
1 connect on the top of LilyPad XBee. With this our LM 35 remote sensor board looks like as 
shown in the Figure 4.15.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Node 1, lm35 Analog temperature remote sensor 
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Build &Upload the sketch to sensor node 1 LilyPad Arduino microcontroller board.  
As we discussed during design algorithm for data transmitter side, the functionality of each node 
is same but differs in converting the analog sensor values to real data values .the conversion of 
sensor analog output value to real data value is explained in below code as shown in figure 4.16 
 
Figure 4.16 Code to convert sensor data to real data for lm35 analog sensor  
The analog pin A0 of LilyPad Arduino microcontroller board reads the sensor value and converts 
it into digital values for 10bit resolution ADC. Map the digital values between 0 to 255.store the 
sensor value to current and this current data is transfer with our algorithm. 
Now open the Arduino IDE terminal on Computer make necessary changes in converting the 
sensor values to real data values in our algorithm and upload the code to LilyPad Arduino board. 
We have to make sure that we choose correct board and the serial port .to upload the code we 
need to connect serial port pin of Arduino to Ftdi basic board using USB cable. The complete 
code for node 1 is referred in attachment file which is named Node 1 Data Transmission. 
4.4.2.2 Preparing Node 2 Flexi Force Pressure Sensor Board 
Now we are preparing node 2 flexi force pressure sensor is also an analog sensor the output of 
this sensor is in the form of voltage. These are mostly used for calculating calculating the forces 
with no disturbance caused to the test of dynamics. They can measure dynamic as well as static 
forces. As the force applied increases, the resistance decreases. As per the data sheet the 
external Vref is 4.5 volts, the pressure value range varies from 0 to 110 newton. Digital value 
range is (0, 1023).By using bread board connect fleliforce pressure sensor to LilyPad Arduino 
and LilyPad XBee is shown in Figure 4.13 .the pin connections are explained in Table4.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.17 Node 2, flexi force pressure sensor circuit with respect LilyPad Arduino 
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LilyPad XBee LilyPad Arduino breadboard 
Txx pin 3 for data out Rxx pin 0  
Rxx pin 2 data in Txx pin 
+ve 3.3 volts pin 1 +ve pin 
Pin 10 gnd -ve pin 
Slp pin 9 used to make 
XBee sleep and awake 
Pin 4  
 Pin Ao analog pin reads analog 
data from Vout pin sensor 
Vout pin 
Pin11 +ve pin  
red Led 
Pin 12 +ve pin of 
green led 
Pin 13 +ve pin of 
yellow led 
Table 4.3 Node 2, Fleliforce pressure sensor pin connections with respect to LilyPad Arduino, LilyPad 
XBee and bread board 
power up the circuit by connecting constant 3.3volt pin 1 of LilyPad XBee to constant 3.3 output 
voltage of power jack circuit and pin 10 of LilyPad XBee to ground. 
After making all the connections on bread board, take XBee module which was labelled as node 
2 connect on the top of LilyPad XBee. With this our node 2 fleliforce pressure sensor board looks 
like as shown in the Figure4.18  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Node 2 flexi force pressure sensor 
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Build &Upload the sketch to sensor node 2 LilyPad Arduino microcontroller board.  
As we discussed during design algorithm for data transmitter side, the functionality of each node 
is same but differs in converting the analog sensor values to real data values .the conversion of 
sensor analog output value to real data value is explained in below code as shown in figure 4.19 
 
Figure 4.19 Code to convert sensor data to real data for node 2 pressure sensor  
Now open the Arduino IDE terminal on Computer make necessary changes in converting the 
sensor values to real data values in our algorithm and upload the code to LilyPad Arduino board. 
We have to make sure that we choose correct board and the serial port .to upload the code we 
need to connect serial port pin of Arduino to Ftdi basic board using USB cable. The complete 
code for node 2is referred in attachment file which is named as Node 2 Data Transmission 
4.4.2.3 Preparing node 3 vibration sensor board 
Now we are using vibration sensor to prepare node 3 which is also an analog sensor .These are 
used for measuring, displaying, and then investigating the displacement, velocity, and 
acceleration. They can be used as a single instrument or also in the combination with the system 
of data acquisition. These vibration sensors are available in various formats. They are available 
as the elements used for sensing which are raw, transducer package or otherwise as the 
instrument or the system consisting the features like the calculating, rare or local display and 
storing data. Use bread board to the circuit diagram with respect to LilyPad Arduino is shown in 
the Figure4.20 and the pin connections of senor with respect to LilyPad Arduino, LilyPad XBee 
and explained in Table 4.4. Power up the circuit by connecting constant 3.3 volt pin 1 of LilyPad 
XBee to constant 3.3 output voltage of power jack circuit and pin 10 of LilyPad XBee to ground. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.20 Node 3, vibration sensor circuit with respect LilyPad Arduino 
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LilyPad XBee LilyPad Arduino breadboard 
Txx pin 3 for data out Rxx pin 0  
Rxx pin 2 data in Txx pin 
+ve 3.3 volts pin 1 +ve pin 
Pin 10 gnd -ve pin 
Slp pin 9 used to make 
XBee sleep and awake 
Pin 4  
 Pin Ao analog pin reads analog 
data from Vout pin sensor 
Vout pin of senor 
Pin11  +ve pin  red Led 
Pin 12 +ve pin of green led 
Pin 13 +ve pin of yellow led 
Table 4.4 Node 3 Pin connections of vibration sensor with respect to LilyPad Arduino and LilyPad XBee 
After making all the connections on bread board, take XBee module which was labelled as node 
3 connect on the top of LilyPad XBee. With this our node 3 vibration sensor board looks like as 
shown in the Figure4.21. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Build &Upload the sketch to node 3 LilyPad Arduino microcontroller board.  
As we discussed during design algorithm for data transmitter side, the functionality of each node 
is same but differs in converting the analog sensor values to real data values .the conversion of 
sensor analog output value to real data value is explained in below code as shown in figure 4.12 
Figure 4.21 Node 3, vibration sensor 
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Figure 4.22 Code to convert sensor data to real data for node 3 vibration sensor 
Now open the Arduino IDE terminal on Computer make necessary changes in converting the 
sensor values to real data values in our algorithm and upload the code to LilyPad Arduino board. 
We have to make sure that we choose correct board and the serial port .to upload the code we 
need to connect serial port pin of Arduino to Ftdi basic board using USB cable. The complete 
code for node 3 is referred in attachment file which is named Node 3 Data Transmission. 
4.4.2.4 Preparing node 4 one wire digital temperature sensor board 
In preparation of node 4 we used one wire digital temperature sensor and the value ranges from -
55C to 125C it allows 2.7to 5vls of input power supply circuit diagram with respect Arduino 
microcontroller board is shown in the Figure 4.23  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this circuit, we connect 4.7 Ohms pull-up-resister it has one digital pin which is connected to 
digital input pin 9 of LilyPad Arduino. The pin connections with respect to LilyPad Arduino and 
LilyPad XBee are explained in the table 4.5. Power up the circuit by connecting constant 3.3 volt 
pin 1 of LilyPad XBee to constant 3.3 output voltage of power jack circuit and pin 10 of LilyPad 
XBee to ground. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.23 Node 4, one wire digital temperature sensor circuit with respect to LilyPad Arduino 
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LilyPad XBee LilyPad Arduino breadboard 
Txx pin 3 for data out Rxx pin 0  
Rxx pin 2 data in Txx pin 
+ve 3.3 volts pin 1 +ve pin 
Pin 10 gnd -ve pin 
Slp pin 9 used to make 
XBee sleep and awake 
Pin 4  
 Pin 9 Digital pin  Digital pin 
pin 
Pin5 +ve pin  
red Led 
Pin 6 +ve pin of 
green led 
Pin 7 +ve pin of 
yellow led 
Table 4.5 Node 4, one wire digital temperature sensor pin connections 
After making all the connections on bread board, take XBee module which was labelled as node 
4 connect on the top of LilyPad XBee. With this our node 4 one wire digital sensor board looks 
like as shown in the Figure 4.24. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Build &Upload the sketch to node 4 LilyPad Arduino microcontroller board.  
Now open the Arduino IDE terminal on Computer make necessary changes in converting the 
sensor values to real data values in our algorithm and upload the code to LilyPad Arduino board. 
Figure 4.24 Node 4, one wire digital temperature sensor 
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As node 4 is a one wire digital temperature sensor we used one wire library file provided in 
examples of the Arduino IDE for converting the real sensor data. We have to make sure that we 
choose correct board and the serial port. To upload the code we need to connect serial port pin 
of Arduino to Ftdi basic board using USB cable. The complete code for node 4 is referred in 
attachment file which is named as Node 4 Data Transmission. 
4.4.3 Preparing coordinator node for data collection and processing the data 
As we know the remote sensor nodes will transmit the data in the form of XBee API transmit 
request frame format, the output of the received node on coordinator side is always ASCII or 
HEXA characters which is not readable for human beings and the serial port terminals of various 
operating systems. In order to overcome this situation we have to process the data, for this we 
have to connect coordinator XBee node to the Arduino mega2560 using XBee shield and Dout 
pin of XBee shield is connected to rx3 pin on Arduino mega2560 as shown in the following Figure 
4.25.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
As per our design specification of our ZigBee WZN model we developed an algorithm using 
Arduino IDE and the specifications are: 
 Display the source address of sensor nodes. 
 Sequence number is to be added for each received packet and display it on the serial 
monitor of PandaBoard gateway or PC 
 Identify the node id ,node type and display it on serial port monitor on the serial monitor of 
PandaBoard gateway or PC 
 Display the sensor data values on the serial monitor of PandaBoard gateway or PC. 
 Display checksum values of each received packet on the serial monitor of PandaBoard 
gateway or PC 
We used ZigBee receive request API frame type, I/O data sample Rx indicator API frame type to 
receive the data from sensor nodes and to process the data. The data receiver algorithm is 
explained in a flow chat as shown in the Figure 4.26. The code is attached as an attachment file 
named as Data receiver and processing. 
 
Figure 4.25 Coordinator Arduino XBee 
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.  
 
By using USB cable the coordinator Arduino mega 2560 is connected to USB port of 
PandaBoard. 
Figure 4.26 Coordinator sensor data processing algorithm 
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4.5 Data Storage and Transmitting to Remote Server 
In this part, we focus on the storing data to the database and sending this data to the remote 
serve. To achieve these goals, three problems are needed to be solved. The first problem is to 
design and create a database in both local and remote side. The second one is how we sniffing 
the data for the coordinator note and then analyse it. The last problem is to transmit the data from 
the local gate way to the remote server. 
We achieve these three goals in one program and flow chart is shown in the Figure 4.27. The 
whole program codes can be found in attachment which is called "sniffer_xbeeRe". 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.27 Flow chart of data base architecture 
The serial port is opened first and then database connection will be established. After that, the 
program will enter a loop which includes sniffing the data and storing it. In this loop, the first step 
is reading the data from the serial port and stores it for further use. After that, the program will 
scan the stored data and collect useful data from it. The last step is to store the collected data 
into the database. 
4.5.1 Data base architecture and design 
In this system, every note has one sensor. That means we just get only one value from each note. 
Thus, we can use a very simple table which has only two fields to store the data. These fields are 
Note Id and Value. This is basic request from the database but it's enough for future use. In our 
project, we have 3 difference sensors now which are temperature, pressure and vibration. For 
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distinguish different value from different type sensor, we need a new field in the database which 
is Data Type. After that we find that we may have many boats which will carry so many sensors 
on it. Then we need to add another field to specify which boat is the owner for the sensor. This 
new field is named Boat id. In the end, we need to know when we get the data. Thus we use the 
field Date to declare the timestamp for each message. This timestamp shows the record time 
based on the clock of database. 
For now, we have five fields in one table. All this fields are used to help us read the data and 
show a brief state of a boat. However, we don't have anything for confirming the communication 
part. If there is any message missing or dropped, we can't read it from the database. Thus we 
add two more fields to achieve this. The first field is Node Sequence Number. This parameter is 
from every node. It starts from one and continuously increases in every message. It shows how 
many messages are send from this node. The second field named Sequence Number Rx side. 
This parameter comes from the coordinator note. This number will be recounted after we restart 
the coordinator while the Node Sequence Number is continuously increased. 
In the end, we find that in the XBee system, the note name is very complicacy which is 
composed with 20 alphabet and number. So we put a simple name like note 1 to every note. At 
the same time, we also keep the original name for double check. 
After all, the database has 8 fields which is Boat id, Source Address, Sequence Number Rx Side, 
Note Sequence Number, Note ID, Date Type, Date value and Date. Therefore, the database 
table is created by the following codes shown in Figure 4-28 and the architecture of table is 
shown below in Figure 4-29. The codes are written in MySQL language. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.29 Architecture of database table in PandaBoard 
Figure 4.28 Codes used in creating data base 
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Both local and remote database table is designed in the same architecture. 
4.5.2 Data sniffing 
In this part, we are facing two main problems. The first problem is that every note will send their 
date continuously. We need to distinguish the specific message in a data flow one by one that we 
can ensure the whole date is collected. At beginning, we try to use the length of the date to cut 
the message. For example, we cut the first 150 bytes as one message and store it in a variable. 
But this is not the right solution. Because we have 3 kinds of sensors and the data length from 
each sensor are different. Even the same sensor will send data in different length. For example, 
when the temperature increased for 5 to 15, the date length will increase 1 byte. After that, we 
use identifier to signify the end of one message. We use the end symbol '\0' to show that the 
message is end and then store it in the buffer because this symbol will appear in the end of the 
message by default. But we failed again in the test. We still can't recognize the end of the 
message and the program will cut the data randomly. Then we try the same method but use 
another symbol to test again. In this time, we add a symbol '!' in the end of every message 
manually. In this way, data is read from the serial port by every byte and stored in the buffer. If 
the identifier '!' is appeared, the program will stop read and enter the next phase. 
The second phase is that we need to analysis message and collect the useful data to storing in 
the database. Since we can use identifiers to cut the message, we use the same method to 
collect the data. In one message, there are 6 data which we need to collect. We insert the symbol 
':' in the beginning of the data while the end of data is the newline symbol '\n'. The data between 
these two identifiers will be collected and stored in different variables. In this way, the program 
will collect the useful data and store it. The main codes of this part are shown below. 
 
Figure 4.30 Codes for data sniffing 
Two functions 'read' and 'sscanf' are used here. In the function read, 'sd' declares the source of 
the data, c is the buffer and 1 means read 1 byte every time. The effect of this function is read 
the serial port 'sd', and stores the data into the buffer 'c' by each one byte. Then, we store the 
data into a variable p. if the identifier '!' appears, the program will be entered the next phase and 
run the function 'sscanf'. In this function, the variable 'p' will be scanned. The function will ignore 
the data until the first identifier ':' and then store the data into a variable after that. When the next 
identifier '\n' appears, the storing is stopped and waiting for the next beginning identifier. In this 
way, useful data will be collected and waiting for store in to the MySQL database. 
4.5.3 Data storing 
While storing data, we need to insert the data into 2 database tables at the same time. By using 
the MySQL api functions, the MySQL database is connected by using the following codes. 
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In the third line, the codes declare the host IP, name, password and which database will be used. 
The IP '127.0.0.1' means that it is a local host. It should be changed when the connection is 
between the gateway and the remote server. 
In this program, it connects to local and remote host at beginning, and then run the loop of data 
sniffing. Otherwise, if the connection phase is included in the sniffing loop, it will be repeated 
every cycle and wastes system consumption.  
After connecting the database, the data which is collected before is inserted into database table 
by using following codes. 
 
 
 
 
 
In these codes, the function of the first two lines is to create the order of insert the data into the 
database table Xbee. In the third line, mysql_query (&mysql, sql) means that the local MySQL 
connection which is set before is used. 
4.5.4 Remote Server 
This server is done by the group 'Marine Data Collection based on Embedded System with Wired 
and Wireless Transmission'.  
They use their own laptop as remote server. The machine model is ASUS N43SL with an Intel 
Core i5 processor, 4GB 1333 MHz RAM and 500GB storage. And the operating platform is 
Windows 7 Professional, which can support us to install all the software we need and work 
smoothly. 
As we introduced in Figure 4.1, both embedded system and remote server have a MySQL 
database. Thus, similar as MySQL database in embedded system, they install MySQL (version 
5.5.31 for Windows 7) to receive and store real-time data, which is sent from embedded system. 
Since the default setting of access control in MySQL only allow the access from local IP address 
127.0.0.1, we need to make the database can be accessed from any IP address. By entering 
command update user set Host = % where User = ‘ root‘. 
Figure 4.31 Codes for database connection 
Figure 4.32 Codes of insert data 
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4.5.5 Data Transmission to Remote Server 
In this part, the data which is collected before will transmit to the remote side. We have two ways 
to achieve this goal. The first one is real-time transmission. After the data is collected, the data 
will be stored in the local database which is created in the panda board. At the same time, we 
send the date to the remote database with the same format through Internet or 3G network. 
Since networks are not reliable every time and some package will be lost some time, we upload 
the whole local database to an ftp server for backup. This upload will be executed one time for 
each day. 
To insert the data into remote side, a new database connection is created by the following codes. 
 
 
Since the IP address of remote server is changing, the IP address is declared before running this 
program. Since the insert order is made for the local database part, it can be used for the remote 
side by the following code. 
The codes 'mysql_query (&re_connection, sql)' determine the re_connection is used in this time. 
And the following code will show the inserting is succeeded or not. 
 
Figure 4.33 Codes of remote database connection 
Figure 4.34 Codes of insert data to remote database 
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5 Experiments and Testing Results 
In this chapter we present the testing results of our designed WSN in three different scenarios 
which are shown below: 
1. To connect WSN to gateway PC. 
2. To process and store data on gateway PandaBoard. 
3. To test on boat and integrate with CAN-bus system. 
The first and second scenario is tested in UIA campus. For the first test, one digital sensor and 
three analog sensors are used to build the WSN. Collected data is transmitted to the gateway PC 
to check the results. In the second test, PandaBoard is used to be the gateway. Meanwhile data 
will be processed, filtered and stored in database. The results show that system requirements are 
successfully achieved. The third scenario is the most important one which is a real condition 
experiment. The experiment takes place on a leisure boat which is moving between two cities. 
After processing the data on gateway PandaBoard, data will be stored in local and remote 
databases at the same time. Furthermore, we have run our system with the CAN-bus system in 
one gateway Pandaboard at the same time. The result shows that two systems are integrated 
successfully. 
5.1 Testing WSN at UIA  
Four remote sensor nodes are placed in a college lab which the area is around 10 square meters. 
The coordinator node is connected to PandaBoard which acts as a gateway is placed in the 
same room. The whole setup can be shown in Figure5-1  
Precautions to be taken before testing the network: 
1) Check whether all the connections are done and all the components are placed according 
to the circuit layout. 
2) Check there is no short circuit between the pin connections. 
3) Check all the nodes properly mounted to respective remote sensor board. 
4) Check whether the program is successfully uploaded to the respective LilyPad Arduino. 
5)  Sensor board Run Arduino and check the results. 
6) Connect the 3.3v power jack to the circuit. 
7) Connect the coordinator to the panda board and check whether the receiver program is 
uploaded to Arduino mega2560 coordinator. 
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Figure 5.1 WSN Testbed in college lab 
5.1.1 Testing Procedure 
Testing of our WSN can be done at both sides.  
Test cases and results: 
1. Check whether the received unprocessed output is similar to the ZigBee receiving packet 
frame type. Each new message starts with 7E. 
2. Check whether the data is received is processed or not. 
3. Check the received data is as per our data transmitter algorithm. 
4. At coordinator side if we power off X-BEE module and see the output. There will be no 
output on serial monitor. 
5. At the coordinator side if we power off, then no data transmission take place and we can 
observe that Red LED will glow which indicate data transmission not successful. 
6. For every successful transmission we can see the yellow LED will glow. 
7. When remote node in sleep mode the green LED will not glow when it is awake it will 
glow. 
8. By connecting the individual remote sensor node we can observe the processed and 
unprocessed output. 
9. If we see the processed data and un processed data on coordinator node. 
10. If the data is successfully stored in gate way database and in remote server. 
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5.1.2 Results 
By observing the individual remote sensor node behavior and the output received at coordinator 
node we can justify the above test cases mentioned. Now connect all the remote sensor nodes to 
the respective 3.3v power jack as shown in Figure 5.2 for LM35 analog Remote temperature 
sensor node 1, node2 flexifore pressure sensor ,node3 vibration sensor ,& node 4 DS18B20 
digital temperature sensor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Individual node behaviour of WSN 
Now connect the coordinator to the lap top. To verify the result of our test case1 in serial port 
monitoring the unprocessed received data of an individual node as shown in Figure5.3 every 
frame starts with 7E and frame id is 0X90  
We can see the processed output of all the remote sensor nodes on the serial monitor by 
connecting the Arduino coordinator node to USB port of our laptop which satisfies our 
requirement and equivalent to the algorithm as shown in the Figure 5.4. In this figure we can 
observe the source address of remote node, sequence number for each data transmission, there 
is change in sensor data values. This output satisfies the second test case 
 
. 
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Figure 5.3 Unprocessed data of an individual node received at coordinator node 
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Figure 5.4 Processed data of an individual node received at coordinator node 
5.2 Testing With Gateway PandaBoard 
In order to store the data which is collected by WSN, a database is created in the PandaBoard. In 
this test, the PandaBoard acts as the gateway. The coordinator node is connected with 
PandaBoard through USB serial port. The data will be processed, filtered and stored in database 
after receiving by the gateway PandaBoard. The test procedure is as follows: 
1. Select the code file and move it to the target folder. 
2. Confirm the IP address of remote server and modify it in the code file. 
3. Go to the directory of the code file and run the following commands to compile the code and 
generate the running file: gcc -o sniffer_xbeeRe -L/usr/include/mysql sniffer_xbeerRe.c -
L/usr/lib/mysql-lmysqlclient -Wall. The name of running file is sniffer_xbeeRe.c 
4. Connect the coordinator to the USB port of Panderboard. 
5. Determine the port ID of the coordinator by the following commands: ls /dev/ttyUSB*. The 
port ID is dev/ttyACM0. 
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6. Run the program and start testing by the following commands: ./sniffer_xbeeRe.c ACM0  
The data received in PandaBoard is shown below in Figure 5.5. 
Figure 5.5 Received coordinator data stored in database of gateway 
In this figure, the first seven lines display the message which is received. From line eight to 
twelve, the processed and filtered data is shown. The last line shows the result of the storing data. 
The records which is stored in MySQL database is shown in Figure 5.6 below.  
 
Figure 5.6 Viewing the inserted data in MySQL database of gate way 
From the screen shoots above, we can see that the data from node 2, the pressure sensor, is 
stored in the record 948. In this testing, everything goes well. The communication between the 
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sensor and coordinator nodes is stable and accurate. The period of processing and storing data 
is short and almost no delay in the storing period. 
5.3 Testing WSN on Leisure Boat 
In this scenario, the testing place is on a leisure boat named 'Marex 320' which is shown in 
Figure 5.7. The boat is moving from Fevik to Arandal and returning. The date is 16th of May. 
Three sensor nodes, coordinator node and the gateway PandaBoard are all placed on boat. The 
pictures of these sensors and PandaBoard are shown below in Figure 5.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7 WSN in leisure boat 
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Picture (c) shows the outlook of leisure boat 'Marex 320'. Coordinator node, PandaBoard and the 
4G router is displayed in picture (a) while picture (b) presents the Flexi force analog sensor. 
Hardware which shows in these two pictures is placed in the middle part but two sides of the boat.  
Picture (d) shows the LM35 analog temperature sensor is placed in front of the boat just behind 
the windshield. The vibration sensor is placed in tail part of the boat which is shown in picture (e). 
While the testing is executing out of Grimstad, the remote server is placed in the UIA campus in 
Grimstad. The gateway PandaBoard is connected through Wi-Fi with the LET router. Then LET 
router connects to the remote server through Internet. 
In the course of this experiment, the speed of leisure boat is changing all the time. The boat is 
shaking while the speed is high. Emergency brake is executed once when the boat is moving fast. 
In all these situations, system runs well and records data continuously. The result of test is 
shown below. 
 
Figure 5.8 Data stored in PandaBoard gateway on leisure boat 
In these screenshots, Figure 5.8 is recorded in local database while the Figure 5.9 shows the 
remote side. Since the timestamp shows the insert time and is based on different hardware, it 
cannot display the delay of remote transmit. During the test, we found that the delay of remote 
transmit is too short to perceive mostly. However, the Internet connection is not always stable 
and fine, the delay sometimes lasts for 2 or 3 seconds. 
In the local database, the message 897 is recorded while this message is missing in the remote 
side. The reason is that the Wi-Fi connection is disconnected and the gateway disconnect from 
the remote server. After that, the program is restarted. Thus this message is just recorded in local 
database. And then two databases record message normally. 
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Figure 5.9 Data stored in remote server in UIA campus 
During the test, two systems are running at the same time. The CAN-bus system is recording 
engine parameter and other data while WSN system is storing data from three sensors. The 
result is shown in Figure 5.10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10 Result for two systems 
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In Figure 5.10, two windows are shown in the screen. The left-upper window is the result for 
CAN-bus system. The other one shows the result of WSN system. A message which is from the 
pressure sensor is received and stored in both local and remote databases. The result shows 
that two systems are running together and integrated successfully. 
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6 Discussions: 
6.1 Bug of First Message 
In the test above, a bug of reading data is found. Mostly, data comes in the right format. But in 
the beginning of the whole process, some message is received in wrong format. Normally, seven 
different kinds of data are included in one message. But in these abnormal messages, one or 
more data is missed. Since the coordinator node transmits message continuously and the 
program is started during the transition. I assumed that incomplete message is received and 
stored. 
To solve this problem, I add identifier '#' at the beginning of the message. If the message is 
received without the symbol '#', the program will ignore this message and read the next integral 
message. The changed part of codes is shown below. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Modified codes of sniffing data 
In this code, the message is read by byte to byte. If the byte '#' is received, the program will read 
the following part of the message and store it in the variable 'p' until the ending identifier '!' is 
coming. In this way, we can ensure that the incomplete message is ignored. 
However, we found that this bug still existed in the tests, and the message is coming in this way 
which is shown in Figure 6.2 below. 
In this screen shot, 2 or 1.5 messages are coming in the wrong format. There is just one starting 
symbol while two ending identifiers come out. The first message just includes the result of check 
sum while the second message lost half of it. I have tested more than 20 times and the results 
show that all these incorrect messages are randomly received. In some test, two source address 
values come in one message and nothing else. While the content of the message is random, this 
kind of incorrect message is just appearing in the beginning. 
Since the incorrect message is random, the message length, content of message, and the 
number of messages are all uncertain, I don't know how to filter this incorrect message in the 
program. However, I found that after I restart the coordinator and run the program, everything 
goes well and no incorrect message is received. After that, I tested 10 times in this and no more 
incorrect message comes. 
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Figure 6.2 Incorrect message 
I assumed that the reason is that there is some data laying in the buffer on the coordinator. 
Before running the program, the coordinator is receiving data and sending it to PandaBoard. 
When we start to read data from the coordinator, some data which is stored in the buffer comes 
first. After that, the correct message is coming. Since we restart the coordinator, the buffer is 
refreshed and only correct message will be send. 
6.2 Unstable MySQL remote connection 
In one test, the program is struck after successfully inserting the value into local database. The 
reason is that the network is unstable. In my program, the remote database is connected first. 
Then the program runs a sniffer loop to read the data, scan it and insert it into database. If the 
network is down while the program runs the sniffer loop, the remote connection is disconnected 
and will never be connected again. Thus the program is waiting to insert the value into remote 
database forever. 
The solution is that move the remote connection phase into the sniffer loop and disconnected it 
while the loop is end. The flow chart of this solution is shown below in Figure 6.3. 
In this way, the program connects the remote database every time. The system consumption is 
increased and the period of each sniffer loop is increased greatly. But we can ensure that the 
remote connection is stable while the data is inserted into the remote server. 
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Figure 6.3 Modified flow char of the program 
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7 Conclusion and Feature work 
In this project, we have successfully implemented a ZigBee WSN testbed and connected it to a 
gateway computer. Four different nodes are used in the network. XBee API mode is used for 
communication and data transmission payload is optimized thus the quality of communication is 
increased. We adjust sleep for sensor nodes to reduce power consumption and increase lifetime. 
We have developed software to collect and filter the data from the ZigBee testbed. Furthermore, 
we can store the data in local and remote database with the same software. At last, we have 
tested both in UIA compass and on a real boat. We are satisfied with the achieved results, as the 
design requirements are successfully achieved. 
For future work, we need to improve the program to refresh the buffer in coordinator, so that we 
don't need to restart it manually. Furthermore more kinds of sensor nodes can be added to the 
WSN and the number of sensor node could be increased. 
At last, the network security needs to be concerned. Although the transmitted data is encrypted 
by AES algorithm, network protection is still needed for prevent remote hacking. 
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